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1 Claim. 

This invention relates to supports for travel 
ing webs such as in printing and other machinery 
Where a Web of sheet material is forwarded; and 
vit is among the objects of‘the invention to pro 
!‘vide a support or guide which may be adjusted 
to various directions and angular positions rela 
tive to the-longitudinal axis of the web and with 
the same means throughout, and thus free from 
undue complication. 
To the accomplishment of the foregoing and 

related ends, the invention, then, comprises the 
features hereinafter fully described, and particu 
larly pointed out in the claim, the following de 
scription and the annexed drawing setting forth 
in detail certain illustrative embodiments of‘the 
invention, these being indicative however, of but 
a few of the various ways in which the principle 
of the invention may be employed. 
In said annexed drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a side elevational view of an embodi 

ment of the invention; Figs. 2 and 3 are respec 
tively plan and end elevational views thereof; 
and Figs. 4 and 5 are details in plan and eleva 
tion respectively. , 1 

In the embodiment of the invention illustrated, 
a portion of a news press including framing F, 
printing cylinders 2, coacting cylinders 3,,and 
folding mechanism 6 is shown, the web- of paper 
proceeding after contact with the printing cylin 
ders over a guide roll 4 to the folding mecha 
nism, and arranged along the path of the web 
are longitudinal bars 8 suitably supported upon 
the framing, as by brackets 9, ill, the, bars being ' 
secured thereby. On the bars, one being at each 
side, areslides I2, these being slidable back‘and 
forth on the bars, but being'lockable thereto by ' 
suitable means at desired positions; for instance 
set screws I3, Fig. 5, may be carried by the slides ' 
to tighten against the‘bars where desired. Heads 
I4 are swiveled on the slides, as by stems I5 
mounting in bores provided by the slides; and 
the heads may be locked‘ to the.slides, in any 
desired angle of position relative thereto, by suit 
able means, for instance set screws 16 taking 
through the slides to bind against the stems l5. 
Extending through‘the heads I4 are web guide 
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bars l8, these being slidable therein to any de 
sired position; and locking means may be pro 

' Vided to suitably'hold the bars in the desired 
position; for instance set screws 20 may bear 

5 ranged‘in'the heads to engage against the bars; 
' It will be seen from the foregoing that. with the 
locking means released in each instance, the 

> slides l2 may be moved'along the bars 8 to any 
desired position, the’ guides l8 being at an angle 

10 to the bars, one end in advance of the other, or - 
the angular directionmay be reversed, or'the 
guides may be set square across or the spacing 
between, guides may be changed, all as ‘desired 7 
and with great convenience and facility, and by 

15 the locking means any such position, may be 
- maintained; and thus the web may be guided to 
either or both folding means, or the side of pre 
sentation thereto may be changed, etc., and all 
with complete free adjustability. 

20 Other modes of applying the principle of the 
invention may be employed, changefbeing made 
‘as regards the details described, provided the‘ 
features stated in the following claim, or the 
equivalentof such, be employed. 

claim as my invention‘: 
25 I therefore particularly point out and distinctly 

In apparatus of the character described hav» 
ing framing with printing cylinders and folding 
means, longitudinal bars between said printing 

30 cylinders and said folding means, a pairv of web 
‘guidebars spaceable at optional distances from 
each other along' said longitudinal bars, and 
means for setting said ‘web guide bars" at any 
desired distance apart from each other and at 

35 forward or reverse angles, relative to either lon 
gitudinal bar, including two slides regulable with 

‘ respect to each other on each of said longitudi 
nal bars, set screws through said slides for lock 
ing the slides on the bars, heads swiveled on said 

40 slides, set screws through said slides to' lock said 
'heads in any position in said slides, said web 
guide: bars extending slidably' at each s end 
through said heads, and set screws through said 

4r heads to lock the web guide bars. 
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